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Abstract: The absorption properties of ZnO nanowire arrays covered with a semiconducting absorbing shell for extremely thin absorber solar cells are theoretically investigated by optical computations of the ideal short-circuit current density with three-dimensional rigorous coupled wave analysis. The effects of nanowire geometrical dimensions on the light trapping and absorption properties are reported through a comprehensive optical mode analysis. It is shown that the high absorptance of these heterostructures is driven by two different regimes originating from the combination of individual nanowire effects and nanowire arrangement effects. In the short wavelength regime, the absorptance is likely dominated by optical modes efficiently coupled with the incident light and interacting with the nearby nanowires (i.e. diffraction), induced by the period of core shell ZnO nanowire arrays. In contrast, in the long wavelength regime, the absorptance is governed by key optically guided modes, related to the diameter of individual core shell ZnO nanowires.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, increasing interest has been devoted to core shell nanowire (NW)-based solar cells [1–4] due to their ability to achieve high absorption and low-reflection, as well as to efficiently separate and collect photo-generated charge carriers. Core shell NW arrays are able to efficiently trap light [5–7], which in turn enhances their absorption properties. Additionally, when the NW radius is much smaller than the diffusion length, photo-generated
charge carriers may efficiently be separated over a short distance and collected in the electrodes owing to the very high NW crystalline quality. Accordingly, core shell NW-based solar cells may be considered as a good alternative to planar layer based-solar cells, especially for mobile or flexible devices on polymer substrates [8]. Photoconversion efficiencies as high as 7.9 [9] and 13.8% [10] have for instance been reported for core shell Si and InP NW arrays, respectively.

More recently, solar cells based on ZnO NW arrays have attracted much attention due to the ability of ZnO to grow as nanostructures with a wide variety of low-cost chemical deposition techniques such as electro-deposition [11–15], chemical bath deposition [16], or chemical vapor deposition [17]. However, ZnO NWs do not significantly contribute to the absorption owing to its wide band gap energy of 3.3 eV at room temperature. When ZnO NW arrays are covered with an extremely thin absorber (ETA) semiconducting absorbing shell, the so-called ETA solar cells based on core shell ZnO NW heterostructures can reach photoconversion efficiency as high as 4.74% [18]. CuInS$_2$ (CIS) or II-VI compound semiconductors have emerged as potential semiconducting absorbing shells: CdTe [11, 13, 14, 16, 19], CdSe [12, 18] CIS [15], CdS [14] or ZnTe [17] can usually be deposited by electrodeposition [12, 19], vapor phase epitaxy [11], close space sublimation [16], successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction [14, 15], metal organic chemical vapor deposition [13, 17] or wet chemistry [18]. Furthermore, the type II band alignment between ZnO NWs and the semiconducting absorbing shell is also expected to efficiently separate photo-generated charge carriers without any required doping.

Importantly, the light trapping and absorption properties are strongly dependent upon the geometrical dimensions of ZnO NW arrays covered with the semiconducting absorbing shell, which should therefore be controlled and optimized. It has been shown that 1 μm-long ZnO NW arrays covered with CdTe semiconducting absorbing shells more efficiently absorb light than both 1 μm-long Si NW arrays and ZnO/CdTe planar layers with the same amount of materials [20].

The optical design of core shell ZnO NW heterostructures should be assisted by a physical insight into the light trapping process and not only by brute-force numerical calculations. The clear understanding of the absorption phenomena is crucial to determine the proper sizing of highly efficient ZnO NW arrays covered with semiconducting absorbing shells. Interestingly, it has recently been shown that the guided modes play an important role on the optical properties of Si NW arrays [21]. The contribution of the propagation modes to the absorbance of the structure is thus investigated hereafter by three-dimensional (3D) rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) in order to elucidate the physical mechanisms responsible for light absorption. First, the geometry of core shell ZnO NW heterostructures is described together with the optical simulation methodology. Then, two representative sets of NW geometrical dimensions are studied in details following the maps of the ideal short circuit current density. The first set of geometrical dimensions with a constant diameter of 200 nm and a varying period is investigated in order to study individual NW effects through single optically guided modes and NW arrangement effects through diffraction processes. Finally, the second set of geometrical dimensions with a constant period and a varying diameter is used to analyze the absorption of single and multi optically guided mode configurations.

2. Methods

2.1. Investigated structures

The structural morphology of the investigated ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays distributed in a square geometrical configuration is presented in Fig. 1. The ZnO/CdTe height and CdTe thickness are 1 μm and 40 nm, respectively. The diameter ($D$) refers to the total diameter of ZnO/CdTe core shell NWs while the NW array period ($P$) is defined as the distance between the centers of two nearby ZnO NWs. The calculations of the ideal short circuit current density ($J_{sc}$) were achieved on ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays deposited on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) on glass substrates as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The ZnO seed
layer in between the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays and FTO/glass substrate is required to induce the formation of ZnO NWs. The FTO and ZnO seed layer thicknesses were taken as 300 and 20 nm, respectively. The optical mode analysis was performed on semi-infinite ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays in order to avoid the influence of the light reflected by the substrate, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Each ZnO/CdTe core shell NW was divided into two parts: the shell on top of the NW is referred as the CdTe cap while the two concentric cylinders of ZnO and CdTe are referred as the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre, as presented in Fig. 1(b). The absorptance of semi-infinite ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays was calculated either in the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre or in both the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre and CdTe cap. The optical databases were taken from Refs [20, 22, and 23] for ZnO, CdTe and FTO.

2.2. Optical simulation principles

The optical simulations were performed by 3D RCWA [24, 25], with a home-made software developed at IMEP-LAHC laboratory [26, 27]. In the framework of RCWA, the propagating light wavelength is selected at the very beginning of the simulation. The simulated structure is represented by a stack of different layers: the cross-section is perpendicular to the propagation axis (z) and invariant inside each layer. According to the representation with a truncated Fourier series of different parameters such as the refractive index cross sections, electric and magnetic fields, Maxwell equations are solved by mean of algebraic matrix calculations. In particular, the propagation modes are calculated separately for each layer via eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Then, the total field continuity is imposed at each interface separating two consecutive layers using a scattering matrix approach [28]. At the end of the simulation, the propagation modes of each layer with their associated propagation constants and excitation coefficients are determined. For instance, the x-component of the electric field of a propagating mode ($E_{x}^{\text{mode}}$) can be expressed as:

$$E_{x}^{\text{mode}} = C(x, y) \cdot \exp(j \cdot \omega \cdot t) \cdot \exp(-j \cdot \beta \cdot z),$$

where $C(x, y)$ is the spatial cross-section distribution of the mode in the x-y plane, $\omega$ is the radial frequency, $t$ is the time, $\lambda$ is the incident wavelength, $\beta$ is the complex propagation constant (i.e. $\beta = \beta_r - j\beta_i$).

The light propagating in the structure described by the total electric and magnetic fields is computed by summing all the modal contributions. Each modal contribution corresponds to modes propagating similarly to those in optical fibers. If a polychromatic light is propagated, the polychromatic spectrum is discretized and the optical simulation steps described above are repeated for each wavelength.

Since the investigated structure is symmetric, the truncated Fourier series were written with only 10x10 positive harmonics along the x- and y-direction (see Appendix A). This
allows a decrease in the matrix size by a factor of 4 and correlatively in the computation time by a factor of about 25 [29]. As a result, the calculated spatial x-y $E_x$ mode map presents symmetric profiles. The structure was excited with a symmetric incident plane wave propagating along the z-direction and polarized with the electric field parallel to the x-direction. The incident plane wave can thus be coupled to the calculated modes since they both share symmetric profiles.

The Poynting vector was calculated from the electric and magnetic fields. The reflectance ($R$) and transmittance ($T$) were computed from the integration of the Poynting vector over two x-y planes (before and after the NW array layer). The absorptance ($A$) was then derived from:

$$A(\lambda) = 1 - R(\lambda) - T(\lambda),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

By assuming that each of the photo-generated electron-hole pair is collected by the electrodes, the ideal short-circuit current density is given by:

$$J_{sc} = \frac{q}{hc} \int A(\lambda) I_{AM1.5g}(\lambda) \lambda d\lambda,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where q, h and c are the electron charge, Planck constant and light velocity, respectively. $I_{AM1.5g}$ is the ASTM AM1.5G solar irradiance taken from Ref. [30]. Due to the negligible solar irradiance below $\lambda = 300$ nm and to the CdTe band gap energy of 1.5 eV, Eq. (3) was numerically calculated in the wavelength range of 300-830 nm. $D$ as well as $P$ were varied in order to find the geometrical dimensions leading to the largest ideal $J_{sc}$.

2.3. Optical mode analysis

Once the geometrical dimensions of ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays were optimized by varying $D$ and the $D/P$ ratio as seen in Fig. 2(a) [20], the physical mechanisms responsible for light absorption were investigated via an optical mode analysis. Three types of optical modes propagating along z occur in any waveguides such as optical fibre or NW arrays: guided, radiated and evanescent modes. The electric and magnetic fields of guided modes are confined in the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW similarly to the optically guided modes used to convey information in optical fibres. In contrast, the electric and magnetic fields of radiated modes are mainly propagating outside the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW. The electric and magnetic fields of evanescent modes exponentially decay in the propagation direction z. In contrast to the radiated and evanescent modes, the number of optically guided modes is finite. Here, the relevance of guided modes for the overall absorptance of NW arrays is thus investigated for wavelength ranging from 430 to 830 nm. The guided modes are characterised by a real part of their normalized propagation constant such as $1 < \beta_r \lambda / 2\pi < n_{CdTe} < n_{ZnO}$. The guided modes are also characterized by a relatively small imaginary part of the propagation constant related to the absorption.

Three types of physical quantities were computed to characterise optically guided modes: the electric field distribution factors, coupling factor and absorptance (details of calculation are given in appendix B).

According to Maxwell’s continuity equations, the x-component of the electric field ($E_x$) is continuous (resp. discontinuous) along the y-direction (resp. x-direction) crossing the NW centre. Two distinct distributions of the electric field amplitude ($E$) are thus obtained along the x- and y-directions. By performing the 1D integration of the spatial x-y $E$ maps along these x- and y-directions, the x- and y-electric field distribution factors ($\rho_x$ and $\rho_y$) were computed as follows:

$$\rho_x = \frac{\int_{CDTe} |E(x,y)|^2 dx}{\int_{all} |E(x,y)|^2 dx} \bigg|_{y=middle}$$

$$\rho_y = \frac{\int_{CDTe} |E(x,y)|^2 dy}{\int_{all} |E(x,y)|^2 dy} \bigg|_{x=middle}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
\( \rho_x \) and \( \rho_y \) give an indication of the electric field confinement in the CdTe shell for two extreme polarisation states with either the exciting electric field parallel or perpendicular to the NW interface, respectively. They are thus a good metric for quantifying the electric field distribution in the NW under solar illumination with all kinds of polarisation.

The coupling factor (i.e., mode excitation coefficient), computed for each optically guided mode, measures the coupling between the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array and the incident plane-wave. Basically, the light is initially transmitted through the CdTe cap and then through the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre (see Fig. 1(b)). In other words, the ability of the optically guided mode to be excited and so to propagate its energy is quantified by the coupling factor.

The specific optically guided modes with an absorptance larger than 1% are referred as key optically guided modes [31, 32]. Two important criteria are required for an efficient absorption of the incident light by these key optically guided modes: (1) their coupling factor must be large, (2) the mode must be mainly confined in the CdTe shell with large \( \rho_x \) and \( \rho_y \).

2.4. Generation rate calculations

The generation rate (G) represents the number of photo-generated carriers per unit volume and unit time and was calculated from the electric field as follows [33]:

\[
G(x,y,z) = \frac{\pi \cdot \Im \{\varepsilon(x,y,z,\lambda) \cdot |E(x,y,z,\lambda)|^2\}}{\hbar},
\]

where \( \varepsilon \) and \( E \) are the permittivity and the electric field, respectively.

The generation rate maps are used to analyze the spatial distribution of photo-generated charge carriers. By assuming that the 3D generation rate presents a radial symmetry in the NW, the radial r-z generation rate can be computed by averaging the 3D generation rate over a circle perimeter, following the method of Ref [33]. More details are given in appendix C.

3. Results and discussion

The map of the ideal \( J_{sc} \) is computed with Eq. (3) and reported in Fig. 2(a) as a function of \( P \) and \( D/P \). The largest ideal \( J_{sc} \) is reached for \( P = 350 \) nm and \( D = 200 \) nm, which are consequently referred hereafter as the optimal geometrical dimensions. The variation of the ideal \( J_{sc} \) is small: the ideal \( J_{sc} \) decreases by only 2% while varying \( P \) and \( D \) in the range of 300-400 nm and 180-280 nm, respectively.

![Fig. 2. (a) Ideal \( J_{sc} \) map as a function of \( P \) and \( D/P \). (b) Ideal \( J_{sc} \) as a function of \( D/P \) for the two sets of geometrical dimensions A and B.](image-url)
For $P > 500$ nm, two local maxima arise in the ideal $J_{sc}$ map as a function of $D/P$. Accordingly, two sets of geometrical dimensions are studied in detail in the following, in order to elucidate the absorption mechanisms:

- The set of dimensions A: $D$ is kept constant at 200 nm whereas $P$ is varied. As seen in Fig. 2(b), one maximum is revealed and corresponds to the optimal geometrical dimensions. The set of geometrical dimensions A is thus investigated, in order to study the contribution of a single key optically guided mode (with $D = 200$ nm) and the diffraction processes ($P$ is varied).

- The set of dimensions B: $P$ is kept constant at 600 nm while $D$ is varied. Two local maxima are obtained for $D = 200$ nm (i.e., Max 1) and $D = 480$ nm (i.e., Max 2), as shown in Fig. 2(b). The set of dimensions B is used to compare the absorptance of individual NW with single and multi optically guided key mode configurations.

3.1. Set of geometrical dimensions A: $D = 200$ nm, varying $P$

3.1.1. Absorptance spectra for various periods

The absorptance versus wavelength of the complete structure with ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays deposited on FTO/glass substrate (sketched in Fig. 1(a)) is presented in Fig. 3(a). An absorptance of about 90% (resp. 50%) for the geometrical dimension corresponding to the optimum (resp. Max 1) is revealed. Interestingly, the absorptance of the arrays comprising both the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre and CdTe cap (depicted in Fig. 1(b)) follows the absorptance of the complete structure. Since the only distinction between the two structures is the presence of the ZnO/FTO/glass substrate below the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays, the difference of absorptance is ascribed to the light reflected by the substrate. The weak absorptance improvement of less than 10% when ZnO/FTO/glass substrate is used reveals that the light is mostly absorbed during the first propagation through the ZnO/CdTe core shell NWs and that the substrate has a limited effect on the absorption. The absorption mechanism of the ZnO/CdTe NW arrays is thus investigated in more details hereafter by computing the absorptance of the optical modes for the semi-infinite nano-fibre. The absorption enhancement, as observed in Fig. 3(a), through resonant peaks is due to weak Fabry-Perot resonances between the top and bottom of ZnO/CdTe core shell NWs. This appears as a remarkable difference with the absorption of NWs made of indirect band gap semiconductors such as Si, where strong Fabry-Perot resonances strongly operate between the top and bottom of NWs and govern the absorptance [31, 34].

Moreover, the absorptance versus wavelength is reported in Fig. 3(b) for $D = 200$ nm and various $P$ (i.e. the set of geometrical dimensions A). In the short wavelength regime (i.e., $\lambda < 550$ nm), the absorptance increases as $P$ is decreased and reaches about 85% for $P$ ranging from 250 to 350 nm. The significant absorptance suggests that diffraction process occurs as $P$ is comparable to the wavelength.

In contrast, an absorptance peak arises in the long wavelength regime (i.e., $\lambda > 700$ nm) and is relatively independent upon $P$ for $P > 500$ nm: the maximum absorptance peak is changed by less than 4% while the wavelength corresponding to the maximum absorptance is shifted by less than 40 nm. As $P$ is increased, the optical interaction between the NWs decreases since the NWs are farther from each other. Individual NW effects thus drive the absorption. For $P = 600$ nm, the observed peak at $\lambda > 700$ nm therefore originates likely from individual NW effects. In order to support this assumption, an optical mode analysis is performed for the optimal geometrical dimensions (i.e., $D = 200$ nm and $P = 350$ nm).
Absorptance characteristics for ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays with $D = 200$ nm and various periods (i.e., set of geometrical dimensions $A$).

### 3.1.2. Optimal geometrical dimensions

#### 3.1.2.1. Optical mode investigation

The real part of the propagation constant and the absorptance of 5 selected optical modes, computed for the semi-infinite nano-fibre, are reported in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The normalized propagation constant (i.e., $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$) for the optical mode 1 (resp. 2) first increases from 1.6 (resp. 1.3) at $\lambda = 300$ nm to 2.5 (resp. 1.5) at $\lambda = 380$ nm and subsequently decreases to 1.42 (resp. 1.38) at $\lambda = 830$ nm. Optical mode 1 and 2 are thus by definition pure optically guided modes since $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$ is in between the air and CdTe refractive indices. For $\lambda > 430$ nm, the calculated absorptance of the optically guided mode 1 is larger than 20 % as reported in Fig. 4(b) while the calculated absorptance of the key optically guided mode 2 is lower than 0.003 %, regardless of the wavelength. The optically guided mode 2 is thus not a key mode by definition. The optically guided mode 1 is the only one key mode. The large absorptance peak around $\lambda = 700$ nm of the key optically guided mode corresponds to the large absorptance of ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays for large $P$ (see Fig. 3(b)). The key optically guided mode thus predominantly contributes to the absorption in the long wavelength regime, as previously assumed.

The propagation constant of the optical mode 3 (resp. 4) decreases from $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$ of about 2 (resp. $\beta \lambda / 2\pi = 1.03$) at $\lambda = 300$ nm to $\beta \lambda / 2\pi = 1$ at $\lambda = 430$ nm, indicating that the modes are optically guided in this range of wavelength. For longer $\lambda$, both optical modes become radiated modes with the propagation constants decreasing until reaching 0.01 at $\lambda = 600$ nm and 830 nm for the optical mode 3 and 4, respectively. In contrast, the optical mode 5 is a purely radiated mode with $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$ decreasing from 0.62 at $\lambda = 300$ nm to 0.01 at $\lambda = 690$ nm. Interestingly, the $x$-component of the electrical field of the optical mode 4 is relevant outside of the ZnO/CdTe NW, as seen in Fig. 4(c). This suggests that the interactions with the nearby NWs are significant. Furthermore, the optical mode 4 is well coupled with the incident light since $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$ is close to 1. When both coupling and NW arrangement effects become significant, the interaction of the incident light with the NW arrangement occur, which may results in diffraction processes. Both conditions are fulfilled for the optical mode 4, as seen in Figs. 4(a)–4(c). The absorptance of the optical mode 4 is thus large (i.e., around 40 %) from $\lambda = 300$ nm to $\lambda = 600$ nm and then decreases significantly, as visible in Fig. 4(b). The optical mode 3 (resp. 5) contributes to the absorptance for $\lambda < 550$ nm (resp. $\lambda < 430$ nm) with a value of about 7 % (resp. 15 %).
Fig. 4. (a) The real part of the normalized propagation constant (i.e. $\beta \lambda / 2\pi$) and (b) the absorptance for the 5 selected optical modes found for the optimal geometrical dimensions with $D = 200$ nm and $P = 350$ nm. The real part of the refractive indices (i.e. $n$) for ZnO and CdTe is also reported in (a) for comparison. (c) Maps of the modulus of the electric field $E_x$ for the optical mode 4 for various wavelength.

The sum of the absorptance of all 5 selected optical modes fits the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre (sketched in Fig. 1(b)) calculated without taking into account the reflection with the substrate, as reported in Fig. 4(b). The small variation in between these two curves can arise from interference between modes. In other words, the phase difference between propagating modes is not taken into account with the summation of mode absorbances.

Fig. 5. Characteristics of the key optically guided mode found for the optimal geometrical dimensions with $D = 200$ nm and $P = 350$ nm. (a) Absorptance versus wavelength for the key optically guided mode, for the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array, for the array comprising both the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre and the CdTe cap, and for the complete structure. (b) Electric field distribution factors $\rho_x$ and $\rho_y$ versus wavelength and (c) coupling factor of the key optically guided mode versus wavelength. (d) Maps of the modulus of the electric field $E_x$ for the key optically guided mode represented for various wavelengths.
In the following, the key optically guided mode (i.e., optical mode 1) is studied in more details: the electric field distribution factors (i.e., \( \rho_x \) and \( \rho_y \), as defined in section 2.3) and the coupling factor are thus presented in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). In Fig. 5(b), \( \rho_y \) decreases from 43\% at \( \lambda = 430 \text{ nm} \) to 21\% at \( \lambda = 830 \text{ nm} \). A weaker confinement is found for \( \rho_x \), decreasing from 27\% to 17\% in the same wavelength range. Indeed, the \( x \)-component of the electric field (i.e., \( E_x \), as defined in section 2.3) is less confined in the CdTe shell as \( \lambda \) is increased: this is clearly shown in Fig. 5(d) where several \( |E_x| \) maps are reported for various wavelengths. This is confirmed in Fig. 4(a) by the decrease in the real part of the normalized propagation constant as \( \lambda \) is increased above 430 nm. The decrease in the electric field distribution factors is well-known for optical step-index fibres: basically, the confinement is larger for smaller wavelengths than for longer wavelengths \[\text{[35]}\]. However, since \( \rho_y \) is larger than 21\% regardless of the wavelength, the key optically guided mode remains thus relatively well-confined in the CdTe shell. At smaller wavelengths (i.e., around \( \lambda = 430 \text{ nm} \)), \( E_x \) is concentrated within the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW, as shown in Fig. 5(d). This results in a larger real part of the normalized propagation constant (i.e., \( \beta \lambda / 2\pi = 2.3 \) in Fig. 4(a)). Therefore, the coupling of the key optically guided mode with the incident plane-wave is not efficient due to the propagation constant mismatch.

As the wavelength is increased, \( E_x \) is less confined in the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW resulting in a smaller propagation constant (i.e., \( \beta \lambda / 2\pi = 1.52 \) at \( \lambda = 700 \text{ nm} \) and \( \beta \lambda / 2\pi = 1.42 \) at \( \lambda = 800 \text{ nm} \), for instance) accounting for the increase in the coupling factor above 0.5 at \( \lambda = 700 \text{ nm} \) (see Fig. 5(c)).

As stated before, both the electric field distribution and coupling factors must be large in order to get an efficient absorption. Although \( \rho_x \) and \( \rho_y \) decrease as wavelength is increased, while the coupling factor increases, \( \rho_x \) and \( \rho_y \) are still large in the long wavelength regime (i.e., \( \lambda > 700 \text{ nm} \)). This results in a large absorptance peak of the key optically guided mode reaching its maximum of 68\% at \( \lambda = 710 \text{ nm} \).

The absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre calculated without taking into account the reflection with the substrate is larger than 80 and 66\% with and without the CdTe cap, respectively (see Fig. 5(a)). In the long wavelength regime, the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre with and without the CdTe cap is dominated by the absorptance related to the key optically guided mode. The absorption mechanism of ZnO/CdTe NW arrays should be distinguished from the absorption of planar layers, which is driven by the intrinsic material properties resulting in a poorer absorption at long wavelength. In the case of ZnO/CdTe NW arrays, the electric and magnetic fields are confined into the absorbing shell via the key optically guided mode, resulting in a more efficient absorption. Other highly absorbing direct band gap semiconductors such as CdSe, ZnTe, CdS or CIS are also expected to behave similarly to CdTe when associated with ZnO NW arrays.

3.1.2.2. Generation rate analysis

The previous optical mode analysis shows two regimes where individual NW effects and NW arrangement effects drive the absorptance. However, the analysis does not yield where the charge carriers are photo-generated, while this knowledge would be valuable for the complete understanding of ETA solar cells. The map of the generation rate represents the number of photo-generated carriers per unit volume and unit time at each spatial coordinate. The monochromatic and polychromatic radial generation rates are reported in Fig. 6 for the optimal geometrical dimensions (i.e., \( D = 200 \text{ nm} \) and \( P = 350 \text{ nm} \)) following the calculations described in section 2.4.

In the linear colour scale of Fig. 6(a), it is revealed that the absorption at \( \lambda = 300 \text{ nm} \) is achieved in the few first nanometres of the CdTe cap, as in the case of planar layers. This is due to the small absorption depth of CdTe, the inverse of the Beer-Lambert absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) denoted \( \alpha^{-1} \) being 14 nm at \( \lambda = 300 \text{ nm} \). Until \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \), the absorption of the CdTe cap is highly efficient since \( \alpha^{-1} \) is smaller than the CdTe thickness (i.e., \( \alpha^{-1} = 33 \text{ nm} \) at \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \)). This can also be seen in Fig. 5(a), by comparing the absorptance spectra of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array and of the array with both the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre and CdTe
The absorptance of the CdTe cap is thus of about 20% at $\lambda = 400$ nm. For $\lambda > 500$ nm, the contribution of the CdTe cap is no longer significant (i.e., smaller than 10%, as presented in Fig. 5(a)) since $\alpha^{-1}$ is larger than 90 nm. Therefore, the light is absorbed deeper in the CdTe absorbing shell of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

In summary, for the set of geometrical dimensions $A$, the absorption properties are driven by individual NW effects at the long wavelength regime (i.e., $\lambda > 700$ nm) via the key optically guided mode of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre. In contrast, optical modes interacting with the nearby NWs and coupled with the incident light (i.e., diffraction process) induced by NW arrangement effects are likely dominating the absorption in the short wavelength regime (i.e., $\lambda < 550$ nm), in particular for small $P$. The optimal geometrical dimensions (i.e., $D = 200$ nm and $P = 350$ nm) are more likely due to a trade-off between an efficient diffraction process (coming from NW arrangement effects and related to $P$) and the relatively large absorption of one key optically guided mode (originating from individual NW effects and related to $D$). Fabry-Perot resonances are also contributing to the absorptance with a value smaller than 10%.

3.2. Set of geometrical dimensions $B$: $P = 600$ nm, varying $D$

3.2.1. Optically guided mode investigations

The set of geometrical dimensions $B$ with a large and constant $P = 600$ nm is investigated in this section. The number of optical guided modes (i.e. having a propagation constant $\beta$ for which $1 < \beta \lambda / 2\pi < n_{CdTe} < n_{ZnO}$) and key modes (with an absorptance larger than 1%) is reported in Table 1 as a function of wavelength for several $D$. For a given wavelength, the number of guided modes increases with $D$, as commonly observed for step-index optical fibres [35]. For $D$ ranging from 150 to 200 nm, two optically guided modes are determined.
when $\lambda$ is varied from 450 to 830 nm. However, only one of them fulfills the criterion of key optically guided modes. For the geometrical dimensions B with $D = 480$ nm, the number of optically guided modes is of 14 for $\lambda = 430$ nm and it decreases down to 5 at $\lambda = 800$ nm as seen in Table 1. No more than four of them fulfill the criterion of key optically guided modes in the same wavelength range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda$(nm)</th>
<th>430</th>
<th>500</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>700</th>
<th>800</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$(nm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>8 (3)</td>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>14 (3)</td>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>14 (4)</td>
<td>9 (4)</td>
<td>7 (4)</td>
<td>6 (4)</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>17 (6)</td>
<td>9 (4)</td>
<td>7 (4)</td>
<td>7 (3)</td>
<td>6 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absorptance of the key optically guided mode 1 and of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre are presented in Fig. 7 for various $D$, in order to elucidate the origin of the two local maxima for the ideal $J_{sc}$ as reported in Fig. 2(b).

In Fig. 7(a), the absorptance of single key optically guided mode configurations with $D$ ranging from 150 to 200 nm is reported. It is worth noticing that the maximum of the absorptance of the key optically guided mode is red-shifted in the wavelength range of 640 to 750 nm when $D$ increases. It is also seen in Fig. 7(a) that the absorptance of the key optically guided mode fits the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre. Other optical modes such as radiative or evanescent modes that are not considered here, probably contribute to the absorption of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre, as shown for $P = 350$ nm and $D = 200$ nm. For $D = 200$ nm (i.e., Max 1 in Fig. 2(b)), the absorptance peak of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre is broader as compared with $D = 175$ nm. The geometrical dimensions with $D = 200$ nm are thus more efficient as previously discussed for the set of geometrical dimensions A (see Fig. 2(b)).

For $D > 200$ nm, a few key optically guided modes occur as seen in Table 1. For $D = 300$ nm, the absorptance of the key optically guided mode 1 gets broader as compared with $D = 200$ nm and covers the visible spectrum ($430 \text{ nm} < \lambda < 800 \text{ nm}$) as seen in Fig. 7(b). Its intensity is however small (about 20%) and the configuration leads to a relatively small absorptance of about 45% for the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre (Fig. 7(c)). As seen in Fig. 7(b), the key optically guided mode 1 exhibits a sharp absorption peak at $\lambda = 600$ nm for $P = 600$ nm. Interestingly, the peak vanishes when $P$ is changed, suggesting that the key optically guided mode is strongly interacting with the NW arrangement. For $D > 200$ nm, the absorptance of the key optically guided mode 1 does not fit the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre.
owing to the optical multimode configurations. A detailed key optically guided mode analysis is thus performed for $D = 480$ nm, in order to elucidate the contribution of the key optically guided modes on the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre.

3.2.2. Study of the geometrical dimensions leading to Max 2

The geometrical dimensions $B$ with $D = 480$ nm corresponding to Max 2 (Fig. 2(b)) is further studied, in order to quantify the coupling and electric field distribution factors associated with this optical multimode configuration. The characteristics of the four key optically guided modes determined in the wavelength ranging from 430 to 830 nm are reported in Fig. 8. As regards the key optically guided mode 1, the evolution of both $\rho_y$ and $\rho_x$ as seen in Fig. 8(b) is similar to the case of the optimal geometrical dimensions ($D = 200$ and $P = 350$ nm in Fig. 5(b)). $\rho_y$ (resp. $\rho_x$) decreases from 56% (resp. 24%) at $\lambda = 430$ nm to about 14% (resp. 9%) $\lambda = 830$ nm. The decrease in the confinement of $E_x$ in the absorbing shell is also shown in Fig. 8(d).

The coupling factor of the key optically guided mode 1 as presented in Fig. 8(c) linearly increases with wavelength from almost zero at 430 nm to its maximum value of about 0.22 at 600 nm and then saturates. Indeed, the intensity of $E_x$ (Fig. 8(d)) decreases as wavelength is increased, favoring the spatial overlap with the incident plane wave [32] and hence the coupling factor. Since the electric field is as confined as in the case of the optimal geometrical dimensions, the smaller absorptance ($A = 55\%$ at $\lambda = 600$ nm, Fig. 8(a), vs $A = 68\%$ at $\lambda = 700$ nm, Fig. 5(a)) is ascribed to the smaller coupling factor.

The key optically guided mode 2 does not exhibit large absorptance ($A < 10\%$) for the whole set of geometrical dimensions $B$. This is mainly due to the small coupling factor of about 0.05 for Max 2. In contrast, $\rho_x$ and $\rho_y$ with values of 4 and 20% are relatively large for Max 2.

As $D$ is increased, the cutoff wavelengths of the key optically guided modes 3 and 4 increase and reach the long wavelength regime for $D = 480$ nm (see Table 1). For $D = 480$
nm, the key optically guided modes 3 and 4 have a significant coupling factor around $\lambda = 700$ nm with $\rho_x$ and $\rho_y$, larger than 8% and 10%, respectively. Therefore, they strongly absorb at 700 nm (A = 56 and 25% for the key optically guided modes 3 and 4, respectively) as seen in Fig. 8(a). The strong absorption at $\lambda = 700$ nm is likely originating from strong interaction with the NW arrangement since the electric field amplitude is significant outside the ZnO/CdTe NW, as seen in Fig. 8(d). The key optically guided modes 3 and 4 contribute to the total absorption of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array in addition to the key optically guided mode 1. The geometrical dimensions with $D = 480$ nm thus lead to Max 2. However, it is worth noticing that the absorptance of the ZnO/CdTe nano-fibre array is significantly lower for Max 2 (A ~45%) than for the optimal geometrical dimensions (A ~75%, Fig. 5(a)).

In summary, the set of geometrical dimensions B exhibits two maxima: Max 1 and Max 2. Max 1 is found to originate from one key optically guided mode located in the long wavelength regime, as in the case of the set of geometrical dimensions A. In contrast, Max 2 can be explained by the significant absorption of the broad and large key optically guided mode 1. The key optically guided mode 1 is, to a lesser extent, assisted by the absorption of three other key optically guided modes, which can be well-coupled with the NW arrangement for specific wavelengths.

4. Conclusion

The physical mechanisms responsible for light absorption have been numerically investigated by 3D RCWA in a novel class of core shell NW-based solar cells involving ZnO NWs covered with a semiconducting absorbing shell (i.e. the so-called ETA solar cells). Thanks to RCWA which gives access to the modal behaviour of the structure, the absorption has been analysed through optical modes for two representative sets of geometrical dimensions. The first set of geometrical dimensions with a constant $D$ of 200 nm and varying $P$ has been investigated in order to study the absorptance originating from individual NW effects through optically guided modes and from NW arrangement effects through optical modes efficiently coupled with the incident light and interacting with nearby NWs (i.e., diffraction processes). It is shown that the absorptance is driven by one key optically guided mode in the long wavelength regime ($\lambda > 700$ nm). NW arrays arranged with a period of 350 nm probably benefit from diffraction processes, enhancing the absorptance in the short wavelength regime ($\lambda < 550$ nm). The optimal geometrical dimensions (i.e. $D = 200$ nm and $P = 350$ nm) thus probably arise from a trade-off between efficient diffraction process coming from NW arrangement effects and the large absorptance of one key optically guided mode in individual NWs. Owning to these two efficient absorption mechanisms, Fabry-Perot resonances between the top and the bottom of the NW arrays can only improve the light absorption by less than 10%. It is expected that these absorption mechanisms also lead to the optimal geometrical dimensions in case of NW arrays made of other direct band gap materials because of their high optical absorption coefficient.

The second set of dimensions with a constant large $P$ and varying $D$ has been used to investigate the absorptance of individual NWs with single and multiple key optically guided modes. The optical multimode configuration with $D = 480$ nm exhibits a local maximum related to the relatively broad and large absorptance of the key optically guided mode 1, which is assisted to a lesser extent by the absorption of three other key optically guided modes. Although, optical multimode configurations with large diameters are not optimal in case of ZnO/CdTe NW arrays, they may be beneficial for indirect band gap materials such as Si.

It should be noted that the general physical mechanisms described for light absorption in ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays can apply to other semiconducting absorbing shells made of direct band gap materials such as CdSe, CIS or CdS for instance. However, the details related to the optimal geometrical dimensions and wavelength regime may slightly be affected. The optical potentialities of ZnO NWs covered with a semiconducting absorbing shell are therefore high, revealing the large interest of these new heterojunctions for the field of photovoltaics as ETA solar cells.
Appendix A: convergence of the RCWA simulator

The 3D RCWA optical tool developed at IMEP-LAHC laboratory takes into account the symmetry and normal field implementations [29] to ensure fast and efficient convergence. The symmetry implementation is able to decrease the matrix size by a factor of 4, therefore reducing the computation time. The normal field implementation is used to express continuous quantities with Fourier expansions [36] and thus ensures an efficient convergence.

The ideal $J_{sc}$ has been calculated for the ZnO/CdTe core shell NW arrays with $P = 350$ nm and $D = 210$ nm for various truncated order (harmonic number) of the two dimensional Fourier series of the fields. The relative error of the ideal $J_{sc}$ with respect to the case with 25x25 harmonics (25 harmonics for both Fourier series) is reported in Fig. 9. It is shown that as the harmonic number increases, the relative error tends to zero. The relative error is smaller than 0.1% for 10x10 harmonics and thus was considered as sufficiently accurate.

![Fig. 9. Convergence of both the ideal $J_{sc}$ and the surface integrated generation rate G versus the harmonic number for both Fourier series. It has been calculated for the ZnO/CdTe NW arrays with $P = 350$ nm and $D = 210$ nm. The reference value is calculated with 25x25 harmonics.](image)

The radial generation rate is computed for various harmonic numbers and subsequently integrated numerically over the r-z plane with step size of 1 and 0.5 nm along the r and z directions, respectively. The relative error of the surface integrated radial generation rate for 15x15 harmonics with respect to that calculated for 25x25 harmonics is smaller than 2% as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore, the generation rate was computed with 15x15 harmonics.

Appendix B: optically guided mode absorptance calculation

The absorptance of a given optically guided mode over a given depth $L$ is computed with Eq. (6) assuming that the NW has a semi-infinite length.

$$P_{absorbed} = |S_w|^2 \int P_{modal} \left[1 - \exp(-2\Im(\beta)L)\right],$$

where $|S_w|^2$ is the excitation mode amplitude (or coupling factor), which depends on the mode normalisation. In fact, the excitation mode amplitude is determined by ensuring the continuity of the transverse electric and magnetic fields at each interface between two consecutive layers. $P_{modal}$ is the spatial integral of the Poynting vector for a given mode. $\beta$ is the complex propagation constant of the optically guided mode. The absorbed power is given by Eq. (6) if the mode is single and gives a good metric to distinguish the optically guided
modes. The related absorptance can be deduced by dividing the absorbed power by the total light intensity impinging the device. If the absorptance of the optically guided mode is larger than 1%, the mode is referred as a key optically guided mode.

**Appendix C: generation rate calculation**

The procedure used to calculate the generation rate is described in this appendix. The 3D generation rate is calculated with Eq. (7).

\[
G(r, \theta, z, \lambda) = \frac{\pi \cdot \mathcal{Z}[\varepsilon(r, \theta, z, \lambda)] \cdot |E(r, \theta, z, \lambda)|^2}{\hbar},
\]

where \(\varepsilon\) and \(E\) are the permittivity and the electric field, respectively. \(r, \theta\) and \(z\) are the variables of the cylindrical coordinate system.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 10.** Procedure to compute the radial generation rate map. 3D generation rate is averaged over a circle perimeter to determine the radial generation rate.

The \(r\)-\(z\) generation rate calculation is summed up in Fig. 10. Figure 10 shows a \(x\)-\(y\) cross section of the structure at a given depth \(z\). For each radius \(R\), the generation rate is averaged over a circle perimeter. Figure 10 shows the circle perimeter for two points, one in the ZnO NW core and the other in the CdTe shell. By following this procedure for each radius \(r\) and depth \(z\), the radial (\(r\)-\(z\) plane) generation rate can be determined \[33\] via Eq. (8).

\[
G(r, z, \lambda) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{\theta=0}^{2\pi} G(r, \theta, z, \lambda) d\theta,
\]

Using the result of Eq. (8), the map of the generation rate weighted by the solar irradiance can also be computed:

\[
G(r, z) = \int_{\lambda=1}^{\lambda_{\text{AM1.5g}}} \frac{I_{\text{AM1.5g}}(\lambda)}{I_{\text{incident}}} G(r, z, \lambda) d\lambda,
\]

where \(I_{\text{incident}}\) is the light intensity shining on the structure.
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